
2 Bed Apartment For
Sale
Casares, Costa del Sol

€1,001,000
Ref: R4406173

Introducing 'Marea by Missoni,' a groundbreaking real estate project that merges the iconic design sensibilities of
Missoni with the allure of luxury coastal living. Nestled in a prime location, Marea offers a unique opportunity to
experience the epitome of modern elegance and tranquility. Inspired by the Mediterranean&#039;s captivating
beauty, Marea&#039;s architecture boasts a harmonious blend of clean lines and vibrant colors—distinctive features
that mirror the signature Missoni aesthetic. Each residence is thoughtfully crafted to embrace natural light, offering
breathtaking views of the surrounding landscapes. Marea by Missoni redefines upscale living by offering a range of
meticulously designed homes, from spacious apartments to lavish penthouses. The interior sp...
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Property Description

Location: Casares, Costa del Sol, Spain
Introducing 'Marea by Missoni,' a groundbreaking real estate project that merges the iconic design
sensibilities of Missoni with the allure of luxury coastal living. Nestled in a prime location, Marea
offers a unique opportunity to experience the epitome of modern elegance and tranquility.

Inspired by the Mediterranean&#039;s captivating beauty, Marea&#039;s architecture boasts a
harmonious blend of clean lines and vibrant colors—distinctive features that mirror the signature
Missoni aesthetic. Each residence is thoughtfully crafted to embrace natural light, offering
breathtaking views of the surrounding landscapes.

Marea by Missoni redefines upscale living by offering a range of meticulously designed homes, from
spacious apartments to lavish penthouses. The interior spaces showcase Missoni&#039;s artistic
prowess through carefully curated furnishings and textiles, infusing each home with a sense of
sophistication and artistry.

Residents of Marea will indulge in a resort-like experience, with world-class amenities including a
private beach, infinity pool, spa, fitness center, and exquisite dining options. Immerse yourself in the
tranquil surroundings while indulging in the luxury and comfort that the Missoni brand represents.

Whether you seek a tranquil retreat or a vibrant social scene, Marea by Missoni offers the perfect
balance. It&#039;s more than just a residence—it&#039;s an invitation to embrace a lifestyle that
celebrates the intersection of design, nature, and luxury. Elevate your living experience with Marea by
Missoni, where every day is a celebration of art, beauty, and coastal charm.

Finca Cortesin offers a refined blend of luxury, elegance, and relaxation. With its world-renowned golf
course, lavish accommodations, and stunning Mediterranean vistas, Finca Cortesin is a haven for
those seeking a harmonious blend of tranquility and indulgence. Whether you're drawn to its
championship golf, exquisite spa, or the captivating charm of the surrounding landscapes, Finca
Cortesin promises an unforgettable escape in one of Spain's most enchanting settings.
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Additional Info

For Sale Beds: 2 Baths: 2

Type: Apartment Area: 217 sq m Garden

Pool Setting: Close To Shops Close To Town

Close To Schools Condition: Excellent New Construction

Pool: Communal
Climate Control: Air

Conditioning
U/F Heating

Views: Sea Mountain Port

Country Panoramic Garden

Pool Covered Terrace Near Transport

Private Terrace Gym Tennis Court

Storage Room Furniture: Fully Furnished Optional

Kitchen: Fully Fitted Garden: Communal Security: Electric Blinds

Alarm System 24 Hour Security Parking: Private

Category: Beachfront Luxury Built Area : 217 sq m
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